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Problem Solving
Problem: Solving if given a set of locations to visit, what is the shortest route to visit 

each location

Solution: A mobile app & web program that computes the quickest route in a easy 

form factor to visit each location
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Software Engineering Techniques for Requirements Elicitation
User Stories

[Primary Functionality]

1. As a travel customer I want to search for 

available destinations, add destinations to 

trip and the list the optimal trip.  

2. As a travel a Trip Creator I want to add, 

delete, and modify the list of valid 

connecting destinations. 

[Secondary Functionality]

3. As a travel customer I want to create an 

account with a password so that I can secure 

my account to prevent access of personal 

information by unauthorized individuals. 

4. As a Salesperson I want to prepare the 

itinerary which involves gathering and 

providing travel documents and information 

concerning the upcoming trip to help the 

customer.

Use Cases

Red circled activity represents main 

algorithmic workhorse of system



Design and development challenges and issues, choices, and how 
these are being addressed - Part 1
Application Choices:

● Gettings shortest distances between points: Using shortest spanning graph using 

Dijkstra's algorithm on the weighted graph

● Easy to use form factor: Universal application that is supported in ios, android, 

web. Also, making the UI easy to use

● Getting real world locations distance in miles and minutes: using an open source 

direction API

● Combining weighted graph problem to real world locations: Using distance in 

minutes as weight between locations

● Storing user map data: Using mongoDB to store data

● Data Structure Assumptions: Directed, Acyclic, Weighted



Design and development challenges and issues, choices, and how 
these are being addressed - Part 2
Development  Challenges

● Learning curve of NextJS & React Native: Team members with more experience taking lead

● Library Support: Some react native libraries only support certain targets. Only use libs that 

match our goal of universal deployment

● VM/GitLab delays: Resolved - External

● Breaking down application requirements:  Assign “issues” on github to track / might move to 

trello in the future

● VM port issue: Changed to port 8080

● CI/CD failing sometimes: Resolved issues with docker image not being cleared

Unanswered Development Challenges

● iOS and Android deployment: Should we build out CI/CD for mobile?

● How will we communicate with the API: Should we call it from the backend?

● Should we switch to SSL? Sign a unverified certificate for the server?

● What libraries should be used for mapping? 



Tech Stack
Backend: Node.js/Next.js

- Prior experience

- Easy deployment

- Easy to create API routes within Next.js

- Easy to integrate with our current project 

setup

Frontend: React-Native with TypeScript

- Prior experience

- Fast and cheap

- Allows deployment to Web, iOS, and 

Android

- TypeScript helps make larger projects easier 

to manage

- Material UI: Free React UI component 

library that implements Google’s Material 

Design

CI/CD

- Gitlab runner connected to VM from 

Gitlab. Automatically deploys when 

pushed to main branch

- Accessable from: 

http://coms-402-sd-40.class.las.iastate.edu

:8080/

Database: MongoDB

- No SQL, easier to manage for the needs 

of our application

- Database documents stored as BSON

- Easily store user map data as JSON 

objects

- Fetched JSON can be mapped directly to 

native objects within our app

http://coms-402-sd-40.class.las.iastate.edu:8080/
http://coms-402-sd-40.class.las.iastate.edu:8080/


Tech Stack
API: OpenStreetMaps API

- Allows fetching and save highly accurate raw geodata to and from the 

OpenStreetMap database

- Geodata gives us information that we can transfer into node objects to store 

within our graph data structures

- Well documented, well maintained, open source, free!

How?

- Store nodes (map locations) in a connected graph data structure

- Users select nodes that they want to visit

- Application uses Djikstra’s to create a shortest spanning graph that includes all of 

the nodes that the user wants to visit

- The application’s output can then be used to help plan a user’s trip



Current Progress Status 
Progress:

● Meetings to create deliverables

○ Converted them to Git issues and trello board

● Setup CI/CD for code checking and autodeploy

● Update project webpage

● User stories

● Created a backbone to start working on react-native

● Basic Node and Edge Graph 

○ Graph holds Nodes that represent cities, stored in a key/value Map.

○ Each Node holds adjacent cities with a distance(weight) value in a key/value Map.

● Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm

○ Start Node, set adjacent distances from start, set as visited

○ Pick smallest distance, unvisited Node and check adjacent distances, set as visited

● UI to integrate Node and Edge Graph

○ Demo at the end



Current Non-Technical Challenges
Challenges:

● Very frontend heavy, harder to split up work

○ UI is main focus for this next sprint

● Communication

○ Time zones

○ Internet

● Out of the country member



Remaining work timeline
Next Sprint 

● Allow user to input address for input on graphs

● Getting user location and getting lat/lng

● Display Graph Data - Via React native graph library

● Display Points on Map 

● Setup MongoDB for storage of map data

Future Sprints

● Get direction API parsed from API

● Connecting direction API to weighted graph

● Allowing changes on trip (new locations and removing old)

● Connecting Maps, Directions API, and Graph together

● Connecting MongoDB to our backend



Demo


